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Risk/Issue/Opportunity (RIO) processes to be supported by Active Risk Manager enterprise risk management
software from Active Risk
Active Risk (http://www.activerisk.com), author of award winning Enterprise Risk Management software,
Active Risk Manager (ARM), announced today that the US Government, Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
has chosen ARM for risk/issue/opportunity (RIO) management across its contractors and federal staff.
The Department of Homeland Security, Customs and Border Protection – Office of Technology Innovation
and Acquisition (DHS – CBP/OTIA) is replacing existing risk management systems with ARM to gain the
benefits of its extensive risk and opportunity management capabilities.
Loren Padelford, Senior Vice President of Active Risk Group and Chairman of the Americas’ Board
commented, “The Federal Government has a responsibility and duty to understand and manage risks to a
very high level and nowhere is that more critical than the DHS. Senior administrators need the most
comprehensive risk information possible to ensure the safety of the public. DHS decision makers will have
the best risk and opportunity information to make the most informed decisions possible due to ARM’s
unique ability to identify, manage and mitigate risks across an entire department and contractor base. We
welcome DHS to the ARM user community which already includes the likes of United States Air Force, US
Department of Energy, NASA and many others.”
Active Risk Manager enables the identification, communication, analysis and mitigation of risks and
opportunities within a single system. ARM addresses enterprise-wide risk management (ERM), project risk
and governance, risk and compliance (GRC) requirements.
--- ENDS --About Active Risk
Active Risk (formerly Strategic Thought Group)* (AIM: ARI) addresses enterprise-wide risk management
(ERM) and governance, risk and compliance (GRC) requirements with advanced software and services that can
be implemented across organizations in all industry sectors.
Active Risk Manager (ARM) is recognized as having the most extensive range of ERM software capabilities
available today. ARM enables the identification, communication, analysis and mitigation of risks and
opportunities available in both quantitative and qualitative formats. It covers project and portfolio
risk, supply chain risk management, business continuity, controls management, reputational risk, health
and safety, incident management, governance, compliance risks and more.
Active Risk has main offices in the USA and UK and services customers worldwide directly and through a
growing network of partners. Active Risk will open a new office in Australia in early 2012.
For further information and a detailed view of Active Risk's products and services visit
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www.activerisk.com or call +44 (0)1628 582500 (EMEA/Asia Pacific) or +1 703 673 9580 (Americas).
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